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Rise of the Videogame Zinesters is a manifesto that attempts to

broach some important problems of representation in the video

game industry.1 On her site, Anna Anthropy explains that her

book “shift[s] the balance of our dialogues about videogames

a little. when our culture discusses videogames, it mentions

corporations, blockbusters, and a hyper-masculinized “gaming”

culture. Rarely does the idea of the small, authored, self-

published game get much air in our discussion of art.”2 Because

our culture treats “game” as a synonym for “videogame,” we can

understand why Anthropy frames her argument in these terms.

Ignoring the broader world of games is folly, as a

zinester3 attitude prevails in board game cultures as well. Board

1. Anna Anthropy. Rise of the Videogame Zinesters: How Freaks, Normals, Amateurs, Artists,

Dreamers, Dropouts, Queers, Housewives, and People Like You Are Taking Back an Art Form. New

York: Seven Stories Press, 2012.

2. Anna Anthropy. "Rise of the Video Game Zinesters." Auntie Pixelante. March 30, 2012.

http://auntiepixelante.com/?p=1583.

3. The “zinester” ethos as Anthropy uses the term is descended from print fan magazines

(zines) with small print runs, often 100 or fewer, that addressed cultural issues, particularly

from feminist and punk perspectives in the 1980s and 1990s. As applied to games, zinesters

are game creators who deal with cultural topics and perspectives that are marginalized by

mainstream video games.
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games share many of the virtues held by the micro-videogames

to which Anthropy refers, like strong authorship, small scope,

and often self-publishing as well. This essay considers the ways

in which micro-publishing models have allowed board games

the leeway to tackle critical themes that the major publishing

industries preclude.

Board game designers have less visibility than video game

designers because it is much harder to distribute a board game

than a video game. Since a video game’s distribution costs can

be close to zero, designers can afford to post their games on

the Internet where anyone can play. Because these avenues of

funding are not available to board game designers, it can be

difficult for authors to express their message without incurring

significant costs. Some niche board game designers have

proposed a variety of strategies to ameliorate this problem.

UK company Hide & Seek has published several iOS apps, books,

and cards that provide new rule sets for old board games. The

Board Game Remix Kit4 is a book that tells players how to mix and

match pieces from Clue (1949), Scrabble (1948), Monopoly (1935),

and Trivial Pursuit (1982) in order to create both variants and

entirely new games. Hide & Seek followed their book with Tiny

Games (2013), an app that gives players rules for hundreds of

miniature games that help to critique everyday situations. For

example, while watching TV, you might play I Told You So (n.d.),

where one person guesses what the next ad will be about, the

television is muted, and then that player has to argue that the

ad shown matches their description, regardless of the actual

content. By turning players into active participants, the game sets

up a situation that makes it easier to see the similarities between

ads and the absurdity of the situations they depict.

4. Kevan Davis, Holli Gramazio, and James Wallis. The Board Game Remix Kit. Hide and Seek

Productions: London, 2010.
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Another way of combating initial costs is to include the game

with another purchase. Often, board game rules are included as

part of conference programs or magazines. Brian Train’s Battle

of Seattle (2000) is a small game with a traditional, although

simplified, wargaming structure that engages the 1999 Seattle

anti-World Trade Organization protests. In this game, one player

takes the part of the protestors and attempts to control locations

while minimizing looting while the other player acts as a

collection of civil authorities and tries to shut down protests

without being exposed by the media. Since Battle of Seattle was

included freely in Strategist magazine, it reached a much broader

audience than Train could have reached on his own and

encouraged readers to consider the anti-WTO protests as a

wargame with two asymmetrical forces.

A Night in Ferguson. Image used with permission by the author.

More recently, morac released A Night in Ferguson (2014), a

solitaire game played with a normal deck of cards that is based

on the protests staged after the killing of Michael Brown in
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Ferguson, MO. The game is available as a pay-what-you-want

PDF download and is played by creating stacks of cards where

black cards represent protestors and red cards represent police.

The police automatically arrest the black cards in their location.

The game’s goal is to finish the deck, thus ending the night and

helping the protesters to avoid arrest. It is unlikely that a

mainstream publisher would support such an overtly political

message, and so because of this and the games simple and easily

shared components, the game fundamentally resists commercial

appropriation.

Another strategy of accessibility that board game designers have

experimented with is running their games at events. Here,

players can play for free while the designers pay only to produce

the copy of the game used for play. This model helps designers

test new ideas that may be too radical for the mass market, while

admittedly forfeiting the mass distribution networks that

Anthropy exalts in her book. Naomi Clark’s Consentacle (2014)

offers a strong example of this radical design practice. In this

two-player card game, a human and a tentacled alien try to have

sex without being able to communicate. Each player secretly

selects a card and when revealed, the cards take effect: trust is

swapped, stolen, and/or converted into satisfaction. Consentacle

deals with issues of trust in relationships by abstracting the

concept into a resource to be exchanged from player to player.

Brenda Romero has advanced this concept by framing her games

as installation pieces that can be played with without the

designer’s influence in her The Mechanic is the Message series

(2008-present). The series is best known for her board game

Train (2009) where players are tasked with packing people into

miniature train cars and running them across tracks balanced

on broken windows laid flat. As the game progresses, Romero

asks, “Will people blindly follow rules?” and “Will people stand by

and watch?” At some point during the game, players realize that

they have unwittingly taken on the role of Nazi soldiers sending
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prisoners to Auschwitz. Romero allows people to draw their own

conclusions, with some continuing to play the game and others

refusing to be a party to it. In any case, players now have a more

visceral understanding of how context affects the interpretation

of games.

Board game designers face many of the same difficulties as video

game designers. For instance, there is a problematic lack of

diversity in both game design communities and this perhaps

offers a clue as to why so many games are themed around war

and conquest. Board games also tend to exoticize and “other” the

subjects of their games, whether they are Wall Street traders in

Edgar Cayce’s Pit (1904) or merchants in Rüdiger Dorn’s Istanbul

(2014). Board games that approach problematic themes often

remove the questionable areas entirely as they abstract the

mechanics rather than deal with them directly. For example, in

Klaus Teuber’s Settlers of Catan (1995) native inhabitants are

conspicuously absent on the island, though there is a mysterious

robber pawn that can be said to represent the native tribes. The

pawn however, is controlled by the players and represents

natives only insofar as it is instrumental to player goals.
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Depictions of “natives” in Archipelago. Image

used with permission by the author.

Even when mainstream board games do work to reveal dense

political and economic systems through their design, they can

be limited by a sense of what their audience is willing to accept.

For example, Christophe Boelinger’s Archipelago (2012) features a

set of “natives” which are press-ganged into work by players and

then must be pacified with churches lest they rebel. However,

all of the processes involving the natives are abstract and it is

hard to read a deeper cultural message than “there were natives

before colonists arrived.” Liam Burke’s RPG Dog Eat Dog (2012)

has a very similar theme but was self-published using Kickstarter

as a platform, which gave the designer much more leeway. This

game casts most players as Natives who must contend with the

arbitrary rules set by the player acting as an outside Occupation

force. The game ends with all Native players assimilating to the

Occupation to some extent or running amok and entirely

rejecting the Occupation. New tools and strategies like these
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allow game designers to bypass mainstream publishing and

address social issues more honestly and openly.

Unfortunately, many amazing games never reach a wide

audience because of hard limits in production and distribution

costs. This paper outlined some of the innovative strategies being

used to challenge this seemingly impossible obstacle. As

crowdfunding reduces costs for designers and niche publishers

alike, print-on-demand5 publishing has also become a reasonable

option for many games that use common pieces. These print-on-

demand services have also begun setting up digital storefronts,

making it easier for designers to distribute quickly and

efficiently as well.

Many full games and re-themes have become available as print-

and-play6 versions. The fan-moderated website, Board Game

Geek, has a vibrant print-and-play culture, which offers many

cheap games for both designers and players to download. There

is a catch, however, as players must endeavor to craft these

games, assembling them themselves. Some games though, like A

Night in Ferguson, use common components so that the print-

and-play version consists of just the rules. This method of

distribution offers the best of all worlds as the player’s work is

minimized.

Board games have long provided an avenue to tackle important

5. Print-on-demand technology allows designers to sell or buy individual copies of their

games rather than having to purchase large lots (1,500 or more) at once. These companies

also allow players to purchase a game directly from the printer so that designers don’t have

to handle fulfillment. However, a print-on-demand[footnote]Print-on-demand technology

allows designers to sell or buy individual copies of their games rather than having to

purchase large lots (1,500 or more) at once. These companies also allow players to purchase

a game directly from the printer so that designers don’t have to handle fulfillment. However,

a print-on-demand copy will be more expensive, of lower quality, or both, as compared to a

large run version.

6. Print-and-play refers to games where the rules, pieces, and board are provided as common

downloadable files, usually PDFs. Players download the files, often for free or for a small

donation, and print them out and combine them with pieces they already own in order to

play the game.
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social issues in an engaging and striking way. However, the costs

to print and distribute these games have made it difficult to reach

a significant audience without a publisher. These publishers

outright reject or elide messages that don’t align with their goals,

primarily a mass-market appeal they can sell at a minimum cost

to themselves. Clever designers have found ways to bypass this

system, by piggybacking on other distribution systems like

magazines or by self-publishing at significant expense. New

opportunities make it increasingly viable for designers to create

and distribute small, personal games that accurately represent

their viewpoints and for players to discover games that speak

to them directly. A variety of welcoming game conferences like

No Quarter and IndieCade allow designers to directly engage

with players, while web forums, blogs, and online databases have

reduced distribution costs drastically, particularly for games that

repurpose existing game pieces. For designers who are able to

promote themselves effectively, crowdfunding sites provide a

way to remove middlemen and to raise the funds necessary for

a quality print run. With these recent changes, even more

designers have begun to create important games that wouldn’t

be possible with mainstream publishing’s conservative business

model.
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